Abstract

Over the course of the past few decades, there has been an exponential growth in environmental courts and tribunals. At present, over 350 of these specialised fora for resolving environmental disputes exist, spanning across every region throughout the world. Some of the environmental courts and tribunals have been more successful but others have been less successful. This article identifies twelve characteristics that experience suggests are required for an environmental court or tribunal to operate successfully in practice, drawing upon examples from multiple jurisdictions. In identifying best practices, both substantive and procedural, from existing environmental courts and tribunals, this article will assist two groups: first, stakeholders who are in the process of planning or creating environmental courts or tribunals in their jurisdictions and, secondly, stakeholders and countries that are looking to improve the functioning and performance of their own environmental courts and tribunals.

Introduction

Over the past few decades, there has been an exponential growth in environmental courts and tribunals (“ECTs”). As Pring and Pring observe in their comprehensive study, over 350 of these specialised fora for resolving environmental disputes may now be found in many countries in every region throughout the world.¹ The surge in popularity of ECTs, and the concomitant benefits that have been experienced by stakeholders in jurisdictions that have established and utilised these specialised fora,² has led to debate in countries that do not have ECTs. For the most part, the debate about ECTs in these countries has concentrated on a single question: should an ECT be created?³ While there may be contextual and/or other factors in

³ Pring and Pring (n 1) 1.
individual jurisdictions that might suggest a negative response to this question,⁴ the advantages of an ECT suggest that these countries should establish one or more ECTs in their jurisdictions.

With this in mind, the purpose of this article is to identify twelve key characteristics that are required for an ECT to operate successfully in practice. The article will elucidate these characteristics through drawing upon examples from several jurisdictions, focusing particularly on the experience of the Land and Environment Court of New South Wales. In doing so, it will attempt to identify best practices, both substantive and procedural, from different ECTs throughout the world. This will assist not only those stakeholders and countries that are in the process of planning or creating ECTs in their jurisdictions, but also those stakeholders and countries that are looking to improve the functioning and performance of their own ECTs.

1. Status and authority

On first inspection, the status and authority of successful ECTs throughout the world does not necessarily correlate with the ECT being a court rather than a tribunal, or a court at a higher level in the hierarchy of courts. Some of these successful fora have been established as a superior court of record (e.g. the Land and Environment Court of NSW),⁵ or as a division of a superior court of record (e.g. the Environmental Division of the Superior Court of Vermont),⁶ whereas others have been established as inferior courts of record (e.g. the Environment Court of New Zealand,⁷ the Planning and Environment Court of Queensland,⁸ and the Environment, Resources and Development Court of South Australia)⁹ or tribunals with one or more
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environmental divisions or streams (e.g. the State Administrative Tribunal of Western Australia, the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal or the Environment and Lands Tribunals of Ontario).

Equally, however, those ECTs throughout the world that have been less successful have been both courts and tribunals, and courts at a higher level in the court hierarchy. For example, the Environmental Commission of Trinidad & Tobago was established as a superior court of record but has struggled as an ECT in practice. The struggles of the Environmental Commission have been attributed to many factors. According to Sandra Paul, the former Chair of the Environmental Commission, one of the key reasons behind this ECT’s lack of success has been the failure of the national government to enact the relevant environmental laws that were due to be enacted shortly after the Environmental Commission was established in 1995. The absence of such laws resulted in an ECT with limited jurisdiction and very low caseloads. There have also been other inferior courts (e.g. ECTs in the Chinese province of Liaoning) and tribunals (e.g. Local Government Appeals Tribunal of NSW and the Land and Resources Tribunal of Queensland) that were considered to be sufficiently unsuccessful (for varying reasons) that they were abolished.

Bearing these examples in mind, it seems that one cannot determine the success or otherwise of an ECT merely on the basis of its status as a superior or inferior court or a tribunal. However, when one examines closely the more successful ECTs, it is evident that these fora demonstrate many common traits that give the ECTs status and authority.
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First, many of the successful ECTs enjoy a more comprehensive jurisdiction than their unsuccessful counterparts. This is discussed below. Secondly, successful ECTs are usually recognised by governments, stakeholders and the wider community alike as the appropriate and legitimate forum for resolving environmental disputes. For example, the establishment of the Land and Environment Court of NSW as a superior court of record with comprehensive jurisdiction in environmental matters represented a public acknowledgment of the importance of environmental issues and a public pronouncement of the importance of the Court and its decisions. The Swedish system of environmental courts is another example. As Bjällås has noted, the success of environmental courts in Sweden may be attributed to the presence of two characteristics. First, the Swedish ECTs have enjoyed a substantial case load as a result of being vested by Sweden’s Environmental Code with comprehensive civil and administrative jurisdiction and a range of enforcement powers. Secondly, the Swedish ECTs have been viewed as highly credible institutions that “are fully accepted” by both industry groups and NGOs focusing on environmental protection.

Those ECTs throughout the world that have been less successful have often tended to be viewed as either inappropriate or illegitimate fora for resolving environmental disputes. This is well reflected, for example, by the Dhaka Environmental Court in Bangladesh which suffers from a lack of judicial and political independence from the other branches of government. In order for a person to file a complaint in this ECT, he or she must first file a complaint with the Department of Environment (“the DOE”). It is only once the DOE has conducted an investigation into the complaint and issued a report that a person will be able to use the report as a basis for bringing a case before the Court. During an interview with the DOE, Pring and Pring were informed by its Director that “there are thousands of complaints, dating back years, which his agency will never investigate or generate a report which would permit a judicial filing”. The consequence of such an approach has been a low case load for the Dhaka Environmental Court, with the DOE’s complete control as a “gatekeeper”
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presenting a major obstacle to access to environmental justice.\textsuperscript{21} This approach has also served to undermine the legitimacy of the Dhaka Environmental Court as an independent and appropriate forum for resolving environmental disputes.

Thirdly, the status and authority of a more successful ECT is often enhanced through the presence of judges who are environmentally literate, or alternatively who may be trained to be so literate, and who can contribute to the development of environmental jurisprudence.\textsuperscript{22} Such expertise maintains public trust and confidence in the ECT as the forum for resolving environmental disputes.

The ability of an ECT to develop environmental jurisprudence is, in turn, dependent upon it being presented with opportunities to do so (i.e. having a sufficient number of cases to decide).\textsuperscript{23} Again, the Land and Environment Court of NSW provides an example. The Court has enjoyed a constant flow of cases since it first came into operation in September 1980.\textsuperscript{24} This has enabled the Court to develop numerous precedents in four areas of environmental justice. First, the Court has been a leader in developing jurisprudence on substantive justice,\textsuperscript{25} especially in relation to principles of ecologically sustainable development ("ESD") (such as the precautionary principle),\textsuperscript{26} EIA,\textsuperscript{27} the public trust,\textsuperscript{28} and sentencing for environmental crime.\textsuperscript{29} Secondly, the Court has enunciated a number of principles of procedural
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justice with respect to the removal of barriers to public interest litigation in relation to standing, interlocutory injunctions, security for costs, laches, and costs.\textsuperscript{30} Thirdly, the Court has articulated jurisprudence on the issue of distributive justice in environmental matters.\textsuperscript{31} Finally, the Court has taken an innovative approach in developing jurisprudence in the area of environmental crime by giving practical effect to abstract and theoretical notions of restorative justice.\textsuperscript{32}

2. Independent from government and impartial

Another characteristic generally shared by successful ECTs is independence from government. An essential component of a system of good environmental justice and governance is the existence of an independent and impartial adjudicator.\textsuperscript{33} Independence not only requires independence from the legislative and executive branches of government but also independence from all influences external to the ECT which might lead it to decide cases otherwise than on the legal and factual merits.\textsuperscript{34} As Lord Bingham observed the principle of independence:
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calls for decision-makers to be independent of local government, vested interests of any kind, public and parliamentary opinion, the media, political parties and pressure groups, and their own colleagues, particularly those senior to them. In short, they must be independent of anybody and anything which might lead them to decide issues coming before them on anything other than the legal and factual merits of the case as, in the exercise of their own judgment, they consider them to be.\textsuperscript{35}

This statement of the principle of independence is particularly apposite to specialised ECTs, as these types of fora deal with environmental and planning disputes where there is high potential for significant external pressures.\textsuperscript{36}

Closely related to the principle of independence is the requirement that a decision-maker be impartial. This requires that there be no conflict of interest and no actual or apprehended bias.\textsuperscript{37} A decision-maker can, of course, not be a judge in his or her own cause.\textsuperscript{38} It also requires decision-makers to alert themselves to, and to neutralise as far as possible, personal predilections or prejudices or any extraneous considerations that might pervert their judgment.\textsuperscript{39}

The independence and impartiality of ECT judges or decision-makers can be enabled by institutional arrangements and rules concerning: selection of judges or decision-makers on the basis of appropriate qualifications; long-term tenure and security of tenure; procedural and substantive protection against the removal of judges; the means of fixing and reviewing reasonable remuneration and other conditions of service; the publishing of reasons for decisions made; and sufficient resources to maintain a functioning ECT. Such institutional arrangements and rules are intended to guarantee that judges will be free from extraneous pressures and be independent from all authority except that of the law.\textsuperscript{40}
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There are several ECTs throughout the world that have successfully integrated these qualities of best practice into their design and ongoing day-to-day operations. The environmental courts of Brazil, for example, have been particularly successful in establishing formally independent and impartial ECTs such as the Amazonas State Environmental Court (trial) in Manaus and the Sao Paulo State Tribunal de Justiça (court of appeals) Environmental Chamber. As Pring and Pring note, “[s]ome of the most independent judges, in the sense of being free from political influence and party pressure, are in Brazil.”

Unlike many jurisdictions, the process for selecting trial and appellate environmental judges in Brazil is not managed by the government but rather the civil service. If a person wishes to apply for a position as an environmental judge, he or she must undertake a civil service test involving an exam and rigorous personal interviews. Successful candidates are then selected on merit, based on a combination of their exam scores, education and experience. Once selected, a newly admitted judge acts as a “substitute judge” which is an entry-level position. The substitute judge relieves more senior judges who are on leave or serve on ECTs that are overburdened. After a period of two years in office, these judges acquire life tenure up to the mandatory retirement age of seventy years.

Judges in Brazil are paid very well relative to professional salaries in that country and when compared to countries of a similar nature. Independence and
impartiality is further enhanced in Brazil by virtue of the fact that ECT budgets are insulated, as far as possible, from political manipulation (e.g. government deciding to reduce an ECT’s funding on the basis that it has made a decision that the government does not agree with or is publically unpopular).49

In contrast to the environmental courts of Brazil, “captive” environmental tribunals throughout the world are impaired from achieving independence and impartiality in the discharge of their decision-making functions. A “captive” tribunal is a body “whose members are appointed by, answerable to, and/or are housed in the environmental agency whose decisions they are supposed to review.”50 The Environmental Appeals Board (“the EAB”) in the United States, for example, is an administrative tribunal falling within the executive branch of the US government – more specifically, the Environmental Protection Agency (“the EPA”).51 This ECT is comprised of political appointees of the EPA and is required to give effect to the policies of the administration in power.52 While the EPA has instituted “strict rules” governing the conduct of EAB decision-makers in an effort to ensure their neutrality and decisional independence,53 and there is evidence to suggest that the decision-makers of the EAB are considered to be very professional,54 it is arguable that an objective observer may view this “captive” tribunal as lacking independence and, consequently, impartiality.55 Such a view is strengthened by the absence of tenure protections for members of the EAB.56 In this respect, it is probably more desirable
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for environmental tribunals to not follow the “captive” model.\textsuperscript{57}

The independence and impartiality of ECT members may also be undermined in circumstances where those members are appointed for short-term periods without long-term security of tenure. This is illustrated by the Umwelsenat (Environmental Senate) of Austria. The Umwelsenat is comprised of ten judicial members and 32 additional members who are legally qualified.\textsuperscript{58} All 42 members are appointed politically by the federal president upon recommendation of the federal government, and this recommendation must include 18 members recommended by each of the nine state governments in Austria. A member of the Umwelsenat is only appointed for a period of six years and may be reappointed upon expiration of his or her term. Madner observes that a member’s appointment may not be revoked during the six year period, and that members are required by law to exercise their functions independently.\textsuperscript{59} Notwithstanding this, the very nature of a short-term appointment carries with it a serious risk that a member’s prospects for being reappointed depend on making politically uncontroversial and acceptable decisions.\textsuperscript{60} This, in turn, may exert indirect influence upon a member to make decisions in a certain way.

3.  \underline{Comprehensive and centralised jurisdiction}

Many of the more successful ECTs located throughout the world have been characterised by a comprehensive jurisdiction. The jurisdiction of an ECT should be comprehensive in three respects.

First, an ECT should enjoy comprehensive jurisdiction to hear, determine and dispose of matters and disputes arising under all environmental laws enacted by the government of the land.\textsuperscript{61} To this end, the laws must create or enable legal suits in relation to the aspects of the environment that are sought to be used or protected
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when accessing the ECT.  

If there is no right of action, the ECT will simply not have any jurisdiction to hear a party which feels aggrieved by a decision or action it believes to be unjust. Civil actions could be to enforce compliance with the law by the government and private sectors, and to restrain and remedy non-compliance (civil enforcement); to obtain compensation for loss or damage caused by breach of duties (damages actions); to review the legality of administrative decisions and conduct (judicial review); or to review the merits of administrative decisions on a rehearing (merits review). Criminal actions could be to prosecute and punish wrongdoers for offences against the laws.

Further, in order for an ECT to enjoy comprehensive jurisdiction to hear, determine and dispose of matters and disputes arising under the environmental laws, those laws must themselves have adequate subject matter coverage, be effective and be enforceable by government, citizens and other stakeholders.

As to coverage, the laws should address all substantive aspects of regulating the conservation and wise use of the environment, including public and private natural resources, natural and cultural heritage, and biological diversity and ecological integrity, as well as procedural aspects such as EIA, access to information, public participation in decision-making, and access to justice in environmental matters.

As to effectiveness, the terms of the laws should give effect to the purpose of the laws and enable the achievement of any intended substantive or procedural outcome. This may be done by imposing public duties on decision-makers to take action or produce an outcome rather than conferring open-textured and unstructured discretionary powers which “provide an escape hatch for foot dragging agencies”. Of course, the dynamic nature of environments may render it difficult to devise and subsequently impose legal duties upon a decision-maker to produce an outcome
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from decision-making (e.g. ESD). In those circumstances, the effective or appropriate use of discretion by decision-makers may facilitate individualised and/or environmental justice, and may potentially facilitate and enhance dialogue, democracy and citizen participation in decision-making.

As to enforceability, the laws should impose duties or confer rights that are enforceable, or enable wrongs to be remedied or punished, at the suit of government and citizens; enable judicial review or merits review of governmental decisions, exercises of discretionary power and conduct by citizens and other stakeholders; and enable the grant of appropriate remedies in suits brought by citizens and other stakeholders, including orders restraining, remediating or compensating for environmental harm.

Generally speaking, more successful ECTs have a comprehensive jurisdiction with respect to coverage of matters and disputes arising under all of the environmental laws of the land. For example, the Land and Environment Court of NSW has comprehensive jurisdiction to deal with various types of environmental, planning, development, building, local government, resources and land matters. The breadth of its jurisdiction is in part a function of it being a superior court of record, able to exercise jurisdiction formerly exercised by the Supreme Court of New South Wales in relation to environmental matters. The Court has a merits review function, reviewing decisions of government bodies and officials in a wide range of environmental matters. In exercising its merits review function, the Court operates as a form of administrative tribunal. The Court also exercises judicial functions, as a superior court of record. Judicial functions include civil enforcement, judicial review and summary criminal enforcement of a wide range of environmental laws, compensation for compulsory land acquisition and Aboriginal land claims. The
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Court also has appellate functions, hearing appeals against conviction or sentence for environmental offences from the Local Court of NSW and appeals (on questions of law) from decisions of commissioners of the Court.70

The Environment Court of NZ is another example of an ECT that has a comprehensive jurisdiction. Birdsong has noted that this court exercises its authority under the key piece of environmental legislation in New Zealand – the Resource Management Act 1991 (NZ) ("the RM Act") – in three main ways.71 First, the Court has the power to make certain declarations of law, such as a declaration that a particular act or omission, or a proposed act or omission, contravenes or is likely to contravene the RM Act.72 Secondly, the Court has the authority to review de novo a wide range of decisions made by local and regional government authorities under the RM Act including, for instance, decisions on resource consents.73 Thirdly, it has the power to enforce the duties imposed on persons by the RM Act through civil or criminal proceedings.74

In contrast to these two courts, there are a number of other ECTs that currently have limited jurisdiction to deal with environmental matters. The Environment Commission of Trinidad and Tobego is one example (as discussed above). Two other examples are the An Bord Pleanála (Planning Appeals Board) of Ireland and the National Environmental Tribunal of Kenya that only deal with land use (not environmental) laws and EIA appeals.75 By limiting jurisdiction in this way, the Irish and Kenyan governments have curtailed the ability of these ECTs to make a holistic contribution to environmental governance in these jurisdictions. Kenya has recently recognised the inherent limitations of the National Environmental Tribunal by establishing a new Environment and Land Court under its new Constitution of
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2010. The Environment and Land Court is a superior court of record that enjoys a comprehensive jurisdiction over environmental and land use matters.

Secondly, the ECTs should enjoy comprehensive jurisdiction with respect to the administrative, civil and criminal enforcement of environmental laws. Examples of ECTs that possess powers with respect to administrative, civil and criminal enforcement include the powerful ‘hybrid’ environmental courts in Sweden, the Land and Environment Court of NSW, the Environmental Court of NZ, the ECTs in Brazil and a number of local government ECTs in the United States. Deterrence is an important factor to be considered in devising an ECT's enforcement jurisdiction, not only in criminal matters but also in administrative and civil enforcement. An ECT is likely to be more successful in circumstances where one of its key characteristics is the authority to impose a variety of civil, administrative and criminal penalties, ranging from monetary penalties (civil) or fines (criminal) to jail terms and other criminal sanctions that are sufficiently high as to act as an effective deterrent.

Thirdly, it is ideal for ECTs to have not only comprehensive and integrated jurisdiction in terms of the range of substantive environmental matters it deals with (e.g. land use planning, environmental protection, pollution control, compulsory acquisition of property, development assessment, approvals and so on), but also comprehensive jurisdiction in terms of the types of cases it has authority to hear (e.g. merits review, judicial review, civil enforcement, criminal proceedings and so on). More successful ECTs, such as the Land and Environment Court of NSW, have the authority to hear, determine and dispose of many different types of cases. These include cases involving trial, review or appeal of government decisions, review of commissioner decisions by judges, appeals from decisions of inferior courts, as
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well as original jurisdiction to determine tree disputes and mining matters. By enabling all of these types of cases to be centralised in a “one-stop shop”, the quality, consistency and speed of decision-making can all be enhanced.

A characteristic that goes hand-in-hand with comprehensive jurisdiction is centralisation. Centralisation and rationalisation of jurisdiction in a particular ECT enable it to enjoy a comprehensive, integrated, and coherent environmental jurisdiction. The ECT has jurisdiction to resolve the different legal aspects of environmental disputes, and is better able to adopt a creative and innovative “problem solving” approach to restraining, remediating or compensating for environmental harm. Such a creative and innovative approach enables an ECT to effectively determine not only the legal aspects of disputes but also the non-legal aspects of a dispute (e.g. ecological integrity). The centralisation of jurisdiction will usually increase the number of cases that are brought in an ECT and ensure there is a “critical mass” of cases, which results in economies of scale not able to be achieved by dissipation of environmental matters throughout different courts and tribunals.

There are also economic efficiencies, including lower transaction costs, for users and public resources in having a “one-stop shop”. Paul Stein, a former judge of the Land and Environment Court of NSW, posited that having an integrated, wide-ranging jurisdiction:

decreases multiple proceedings arising out of the same environmental dispute; reduces costs and delays and may lead to cheaper project development and prices for consumers; greater convenience, efficiency and effectiveness in development control decisions; a greater degree of certainty in development projects; a single combined jurisdiction is administratively cheaper than multiple separate tribunals; litigation will often be reduced with consequent savings to the community.
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A one-stop shop also facilitates better quality and innovative decision-making in both substance and procedure by cross-fertilisation between the different jurisdictions of an ECT. The ECT becomes a focus of environmental decision-making. It increases the awareness of users, government, environmental NGOs, civil society, legal and other professions, and educational institutions of environmental law, policy and issues. Increased awareness, in turn, facilitates increased recourse to, and enforcement of, environmental law. This promotes good governance, a critical element to achieving ESD.\textsuperscript{90}

There are several ECTs that have been successful in their efforts to centralise jurisdiction. As mentioned above, examples of such ECTs include the Land and Environment Court of NSW and the Environmental Court of NZ. Other instructive examples may be found in China and Canada.

Wang and Gao have observed that while the traditional practice in the Chinese court system has been to separate civil, criminal or administrative divisions, there are a number of environmental courts in the Guizhou, Jiangsu and Yunnan provinces that have adopted new rules to enable them to deal with all three types of environmental cases.\textsuperscript{91} Moreover, although enforcement of judgments has also been traditionally handled by a separate enforcement division, some of these environmental courts have also incorporated enforcement authority as well.\textsuperscript{92} While noting that it is still too early to render a verdict on the overall success of these newly established environmental courts in China, Wang and Gao observe that preliminary evidence suggests that the courts are improving the effectiveness of environmental protection and enforcement.\textsuperscript{93}

The Environment and Lands Tribunal of Ontario ("the ELTO") in Canada reflects a further example of the benefits of centralisation. The ELTO represents an early example of the "tribunal clustering" model. It brings together five previously separate
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tribunals that had overlapping subject matter expertise in land use planning, land acquisition, environmental regulation, and heritage conservation. Commentators suggest that the formation of the ELTO may lead to efficiencies not only in terms of cost, but also in terms of reducing the fragmentation between the previously separate tribunals with respect to practice and procedure, and increasing consistency in decision-making. The push for the creation of “super tribunals” like the ELTO is also occurring in other jurisdictions, including Australia and the United Kingdom.

4. Judges and members are knowledgeable and competent

An essential characteristic of successful ECTs is specialisation. Environmental issues and the legal and policy responses to them demand special knowledge and expertise. In order to be competent, judges and other ECT members need to be educated about and attuned to environmental issues and the legal and policy responses – they need to be environmentally literate. Ideally, judges and other ECT members should be environmentally literate prior to their being appointed. There is a need for education for judges and other members who are to be appointed to a specialised ECT as well as continuing professional development of judges and other ECT members during their tenure. Having a critical mass of cases also enables judges and other members to increase knowledge and expertise over time: practice makes perfect.
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Decision-making quality, effectiveness, and efficiency can be enhanced by the availability of technical experts within an ECT. Bringing together in the one specialised forum both judges and technical experts creates a synergy and facilitates a free and beneficial exchange of ideas and information, thereby developing the ECT’s internal expertise. In particular, the presence of multidisciplinary decision-makers enables the assembling of panels of decision-makers with expertise relevant to the issues in the case so as to facilitate interdisciplinary decision-making. This, in turn, serves to produce better quality decisions not only in terms of devising and applying general principles to environmental matters, but also in terms of facilitating greater consistency in decision-making. This may result in greater certainty in decision-making and less disputes arising or matters being brought before an ECT for determination.

There have been several ECTs that have been successful in their efforts to develop a centralised and specialised forum for hearing, determining and disposing of environmental matters and disputes. For example, each of the five regional environmental courts in Sweden has a panel which comprises one law-trained judge, one environmental technical advisor, and two lay expert members. The judge and the technical advisor are employed by the court and work full time as environmental judges. One of the lay expert members must possess expertise regarding the responsibility of the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency while the other must have some form of specialisation in industry or local government. The regional environmental courts hear appeals relating to matters such as pollution and contamination of land in addition to dealing, as a court of first instance, with permits for construction of water-related infrastructure, among other areas.

Ulf Bjällås, a former Presiding Judge of the Environmental Court of Appeal in Stockholm, has opined that the creation of specialised environmental courts in Sweden staffed by expert judges and other members has had many benefits. Perhaps most importantly, he suggests that the process of determining “the correct
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balance point” between economic benefits of enterprise and the environmental harm associated with it has been made easier as a result of the creation of specialised environmental courts.104

Environmental litigation and dispute resolution involve matters of significant scientific and technical complexity.105 In certain specialised ECTs, specially qualified persons are appointed as members, either on a full time or part time basis, to provide expert assistance to judges or to hear, determine and dispose of environmental disputes. As noted above, the Land and Environment Court of NSW is one such ECT. It comprises judges as well as commissioners with qualifications, knowledge and experience in environmental or town or country planning; environmental science or matters relating to the protection of the environment and environmental assessment; land valuation; architecture, engineering, surveying or building construction; management of natural resources; Aboriginal land rights; or urban design or heritage.106

These “internal” experts may either advise and assist judges in the hearing of environmental cases,107 or hear and determine cases themselves.108 Either way, they bring to bear their expert knowledge and experience in the determination of the proceedings. In this way, they improve the availability of expert assistance to parties in resolving complex environmental disputes and improve the quality of decision-making on environmental matters.109 Other ECTs that have combatted complexity in environmental litigation and dispute resolution by appointing commissioners or expert members with specialised knowledge include the NZ Environmental Court, the Environment, Resources and Development Court of South Australia, the Resource Management and Planning Appeals Tribunal in Tasmania, the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal, the State Administrative Tribunal in Western Australia and the environmental courts of Sweden.110

104 ibid 182-183.
105 Zhang and Zhang (n 4) 367-368; Pring and Pring (n 1) 55.
106 Land and Environment Court Act 1979 (NSW), s 12(2).
107 Land and Environment Court Act 1979 (NSW), s 37.
108 Land and Environment Court Act 1979 (NSW), s 30.
109 Preston, ‘Environmental Public Interest Litigation’ (n 34) 20.
110 See Pring and Pring (n 1) 56-61.
5. **Operates as a multi-door courthouse**

Centralisation, specialisation, and the availability of a range of court personnel facilitate a range of alternative dispute resolution (“ADR”) mechanisms. Centralisation enables an ECT to deal with multiple facets of an environmental dispute without the constriction of jurisdictional limitations. For example, remedies for breach of law could include not only civil remedies of a prohibitory or mandatory injunction but also administrative remedies of the grant of approval to make the conduct lawful in the future. Specialisation facilitates a better appreciation of the nature and characteristics of environmental disputes and selection of the appropriate dispute resolution for each particular dispute.\(^{111}\) Availability of technical experts in an ECT enables their involvement in conciliation, mediation and neutral evaluation, as well as improving the quality, effectiveness, and efficiency of adjudication.

Many ECTs throughout the world now offer court-annexed and other ADR services to parties who wish to resolve their disputes without resorting to full-blown litigation.\(^ {112}\) As King et al note, ADR mechanisms may offer a number of benefits over litigation.\(^ {113}\) First, these non-adjudicative mechanisms can, in some circumstances, offer a more affordable source of justice than traditional litigation.\(^ {114}\) Secondly, resolution of a dispute through ADR mechanisms will often be quicker and more efficient than court proceedings.\(^ {115}\) Thirdly, attempting to resolve a dispute through ADR can often yield creative “win-win” solutions for parties that could not be sanctioned by the adversarial legal system.\(^ {116}\) Fourthly, parties will often prefer ADR to litigation on the basis that they have greater power over the outcome of the


\(^{112}\) Examples of such ECTs include the Environmental Court of NZ, the Resource Management and Planning Appeals Tribunal in Tasmania, and the Tribunal Ambiental Administrativo in Costa Rica: see Laurie Newhook, ‘Challenges and Changes in the Environment Court’ (3rd Annual Environmental Law and Regulation Conference, Wellington, 16-17 April 2013); Laurie Newhook, ‘Alternative Dispute Resolution: Thinking outside the square’ (RMLA Conference, Hamilton, October 2011); Pring and Pring (n 1) 61-72.
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dispute resolution process.\textsuperscript{117} Finally, some forms of ADR may potentially enhance communication, develop cooperation and preserve existing relationships between parties that could otherwise be damaged through stressful and conflict-based litigation.\textsuperscript{118}

Of course, it should be recognised that there are also arguments against the use of ADR mechanisms in resolving environmental disputes.\textsuperscript{119} The key questions, however, to ask are: (1) what is the most appropriate mechanism for resolving the given dispute before the ECT, and (2) how should that dispute resolution mechanism be organised and conducted so as to resolve the dispute effectively?\textsuperscript{120} In answering these questions, ECTs should adopt and use a formal screening and intake process.\textsuperscript{121} This process involves first diagnosing the relevant matter before referring that matter to the appropriate dispute resolution process on the basis of the diagnosis.\textsuperscript{122}

The Land and Environment Court, for example, offers a variety of ADR processes, both in-house and externally to parties.\textsuperscript{123} The Court screens, diagnoses and refers matters to the appropriate dispute resolution process, both in consultation with the parties but also by its own motion.\textsuperscript{124} In-house ADR processes offered by the Court are: conciliation (by commissioners or registrars);\textsuperscript{125} mediation (by trained mediators, being the registrar, full time commissioners and some acting commissioners);\textsuperscript{126} and neutral evaluation (by commissioners).\textsuperscript{127} There are also informal mechanisms such as case management, which may result in negotiated settlement.\textsuperscript{128} The Court also facilitates external dispute resolution processes of: mediation by accredited
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mediators;\textsuperscript{129} neutral evaluation by neutral evaluators (such as a retired judge);\textsuperscript{130} and referral of the whole or part of a matter to an external referee with special knowledge or expertise for enquiry and report to the Court.\textsuperscript{131}

Another notable example of an ECT offering ADR processes is the Planning and Environment Court of Queensland. This Court has specifically appointed an ADR Registrar who is a former senior practitioner in the planning and environmental law field.\textsuperscript{132} The ADR Registrar is responsible for conducting mediations, case management conferences, chairing without prejudice meetings and meetings between experts appearing for the parties to a dispute.\textsuperscript{133} ADR is not used simply as a last resort, prior to trial, in the absence of an agreement otherwise reached through consent of the parties. Rather, the ADR Registrar is involved at an early stage in the dispute resolution process and assists the parties to identify and narrow the issues in dispute and work towards their resolution in a collaborative, problem-solving manner.\textsuperscript{134} This program has been a great success, with approximately 60-70\% of all cases filed with the Court being settled through the help of the ADR Registrar.\textsuperscript{135}

6. \textbf{Provides access to scientific and technical expertise}

The resolution of environmental disputes will invariably turn on complex scientific evidence and expert testimony in areas such as causation, damages and likely environmental harm if development is approved.\textsuperscript{136} As I have discussed above, many of the more successful ECTs have addressed the issue of access to scientific and technical expertise through appointing internal technical experts (such as commissioners) to hear, determine and dispose of complex environmental disputes. In addition to having such technical experts on staff, it is also important for ECTs to implement procedures that are directed towards eliminating, or at least reducing, the potential for partisan and biased testimony from external experts. Such procedures

\textsuperscript{129} Civil Procedure Act 2005 (NSW), s 26.
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will, in turn, serve to assist the trier of fact to draw correct inferences in decision-making. This will especially be so in environmental public interest litigation matters, where plaintiffs often encounter difficulty in being able to access, and afford to pay for access to, external experts who not only satisfy the minimum criteria for being an expert, but also have excellent knowledge, experience, reputation and communication skills so as to be reliable, credible and persuasive.  

A number of the more successful ECTs have implemented procedures to manage parties’ expert witnesses and their evidence to eliminate or reduce bias. Again, the Land and Environment Court of NSW and the Planning and Environment Court of Queensland provide instructive examples of jurisdictions to have implemented such procedures.

The Land and Environment Court of NSW has implemented rules allowing for the appointment of court appointed experts and parties’ single experts. By the appointment of a court appointed expert or by ordering a parties’ single expert, the cost of obtaining expert evidence is reduced for the parties. The Court’s power to direct by whom the expert is to be paid enables the Court to take into account a plaintiff’s financial means and direct that the defendant be responsible for a proportionately larger share or all of the expert’s remuneration. The Court may obtain the assistance of any person specially qualified on any matter in the proceedings and may act on the adviser’s opinion. This is akin to a court’s use of an assessor to advise and assist the Court for matters raising issues requiring special expertise.

The Court may also direct parties’ individual experts to jointly confer and report to the court. The experts’ testimony is taken by a process referred to as concurrent evidence. Peter McClellan, a former Chief Judge of the Land and Environment Court of NSW, has described the concurrent evidence procedure as follows:

---

139 UCPR, r 31.54(1).
The procedure commonly followed involves the experts being sworn and their written reports tendered together with the document which reflects their pre-trial discussion of the matters upon which they agree or disagree. I then identify, with the help of the advocates and in the presence of the witnesses, the topics which require discussion in order to resolve the outstanding issues. Having identified those matters, I invite each witness to briefly speak to their position on the first issue followed by a general discussion of the issue during which they can ask each other questions. I invite the advocates to join in the discussion by asking questions of their own and any other witness. Having completed the discussion on one issue we move on until the discussion of all the issues has been completed.  

All of the methods of expert evidence implemented by the Land and Environment Court of NSW may, when used appropriately, result in a significant number of benefits, including: more efficient use of time and money when a method of expert evidence is adopted and managed effectively; eliminating or at least minimising the operation of adversarial bias; facilitation of a less adversarial and more flexible, problem-solving based approach to expert testimony where participants are all working towards resolution of issues in dispute; and, providing judges and commissioners with greater assistance when reviewing the evidence given by experts on discrete issues.

The Planning and Environment Court of Queensland also requires experts to meet and confer at an early stage in the dispute resolution process, and provide a joint expert report to the court.

7. Facilitates access to justice

A fundamental characteristic of successful ECTs is the facilitation of access to justice. Access to justice includes access to environmental justice. An ECT may
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facilitate access to justice both by its substantive decisions and its practice and procedures.\(^{144}\)

First, the substantive decisions of an ECT can uphold fundamental constitutional, statutory and human rights of access to justice. Such rights may include statutory rights of public access to information; rights to public participation in legislative and administrative decision-making, including requirements for public notification, exhibition and submission and requirements for adequate EIA; public rights to review and appeal legislative and administrative decisions and conduct; and international law rights that have been either transformed or incorporated into the domestic environmental laws of the land. As I have discussed above, numerous decisions upholding such rights of access to justice have been made by the Land and Environment Court of NSW.\(^{145}\)

Secondly, an ECT can adopt innovative practices and procedures to facilitate access to justice, including the removal of barriers to environmental public interest litigation. Again, the Land and Environment Court of NSW has facilitated such litigation by its decisions to: liberally construe standing requirements;\(^{146}\) not necessarily require an undertaking for damages as a pre-requisite for granting interlocutory injunctive relief;\(^{147}\) not necessarily require an impecunious public interest litigant to lodge security for the costs of the proceedings;\(^{148}\) not summarily dismiss proceedings on the ground of laches; and not necessarily require an unsuccessful public interest


\(^{144}\) See also Preston (n 2) 428-430.  

\(^{145}\) See discussion in Preston (n 2) 428-435 and cases cited therein.  

\(^{146}\) See, eg, Haughton v Minister for Planning and Macquarie Generation (2011) 185 LGERA 373, 392-401; Building Owners & Managers Association of Australia Ltd v Sydney City Council (1984) 53 LGRA 54, 72-73.  


\(^{148}\) Land and Environment Court Rules 2007 (NSW), r 4.2(2). Recently, new civil procedure rules in NSW dealing with judicial review proceedings provide that a plaintiff is not required to provide security for costs in respect of judicial review proceedings except in exceptional circumstances: see UCPR, r 59.11(1). See also Peter Biscoe, ‘The New Judicial Review Rules 2013’ (Paper presented to the Environment and Planning Law Association of NSW Seminar, Sydney, 30 April 2013) 5.
litigant to pay the costs of the proceedings.\(^{149}\) Additionally, parties may appear in this ECT by legal representation, by agent authorised in writing (with leave of the Court), or in person.\(^ {150}\) The Land and Environment Court’s approach to practice and procedure may be contrasted with the prevailing approach in China, where rules of practice and procedure have been criticised for their failure “to respond to the particularity of environmental problems”,\(^ {151}\) and have been inconsistently applied.\(^ {152}\)

Thirdly, an ECT can address inequality of alms between parties. As I have noted above, specialisation and the availability of technical experts (eg. commissioners) may redress, in part, the inequality of resources and access to expert assistance and evidence. The Land and Environment Court has also implemented a range of other initiatives to ensure: access for persons with disabilities; access to help and information (by information from the Court’s website, information sheets and registry staff); access for unrepresented litigants (special fact sheet as well as other sources of self-help above); and geographical accessibility (use of eCourt, telephone conferences, video-conferencing, country hearings, on-site hearings and taking evidence on site).\(^ {153}\)

Of course, there have been examples of non-specialised or generalist courts that have facilitated access to justice for public interest litigants in environmental cases brought before them. The Supreme Court of the Philippines is an example.\(^ {154}\) In the landmark decision of *Oposa v Factoran*,\(^ {155}\) the Supreme Court upheld the standing of children to sue to uphold the constitutional right to a healthy environment, not only for the benefit of members of the present generation but also future generations.\(^ {156}\)

The Supreme Court of the Philippines also adopted in 2010 “Rules of Procedure for
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Environmental Cases”.\textsuperscript{157} The rules, which were promulgated to enforce the existing constitutional right to a “balanced and healthful ecology”,\textsuperscript{158} provide for the granting of innovative remedies. These include “continuing mandamus”\textsuperscript{159} and the writ of \textit{kaliksan}, which is an immediate remedy for actual or threatened violations of the constitutional right mentioned above.\textsuperscript{160}

8. \textbf{Achieves just, quick and cheap resolution of disputes}

“The delay of justice is a denial of justice”.\textsuperscript{161} Delay is particularly pernicious for environmental public interest litigation and dispute resolution. The purpose of much environmental litigation is to prevent or mitigate harm to the environment. Delay in the final determination of the proceedings defers the making of an order preventing or mitigating that environmental harm. In some instances, the order may be too late – the harm may have already occurred and be irreversible. The heritage building may have been demolished, the old growth forest clear felled or the wetland drained or filled. Environmental litigation, therefore, needs to be heard and determined in a timely manner.\textsuperscript{162}

There are various mechanisms for reducing delay. First, allocation of environmental cases to environmentally specialised bodies, such as an ECT (green court or tribunal), an environmental division or chamber of a court (green chamber or green bench) or certified environmental judges (green judges), can assist in reducing delay. Such specialised bodies have a better understanding of the characteristics of environmental disputes and environmental law, and are better positioned to move more quickly through environmental cases, achieve efficiencies and reduce the overall cost of the litigation and dispute resolution process.\textsuperscript{163}

\textsuperscript{158} Constitution of the Republic of the Philippines (1987), art II, s 16.
\textsuperscript{159} See Pring and Pring (n 1) 83 for an example of a case from the Philippines involving the imposition of a “continuing mandamus”.
\textsuperscript{160} Davide Jr and Vinson (n 157) 128-129.
\textsuperscript{161} Allen v Sir Alfred McAlpine & Sons Ltd [1968] 2 QB 229, 245.
\textsuperscript{162} Preston, ‘Environmental Public Interest Litigation’ (n 34) 28.
\textsuperscript{163} Pring and Pring (n 1) 14; Preston (n 2) 425-426 and 436.
Secondly, delay can be reduced by efficient case management. The overriding purpose of an ECT’s court practice and procedure should be to facilitate the just, quick and cheap resolution of proceedings. The Land and Environment Court of NSW again provides an instructive example of case management. In order to achieve the just, quick and cheap resolution of proceedings in its jurisdiction, the Court is obligated to manage proceedings with a view to achieving the objectives of: the just determination of the proceedings; the efficient disposal of the business of the Court; the efficient use of available judicial and administrative resources; and the timely disposal of the proceedings, and all other proceedings in the Court, at a cost affordable by the respective parties.

Case management involves a variety of policies, processes and technologies to achieve the just, quick and cheap resolution of proceedings. Policies may include court rules, practice notes and policies regarding the dispute resolution process from filing to finalisation. These policies can employ differential case management to deal discriminately with the different types of cases. The Court rules and practice of the Land and Environment Court of NSW deal differentially with the various types of cases that come before the Court.

Processes used include: directions hearings before judges, commissioners or registrars to set timelines in the particular proceedings for filing of applications, documents and evidence, document and information exchange between the parties, interlocutory applications and the final hearing; case management conferences; ADR processes such as conciliation conferences or mediations; and case review by the Court to assure appropriate handling and timing of the case and ensure that deadlines are met and filed documents are complete.

Technologies used by the Court in case management include a clear, comprehensive and current court website providing all necessary information for parties; electronic filing and processing capability (eCourt); teleconferencing and videoconferencing capability for hearings and taking evidence; and computer data
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management systems that track the status, progress and deadlines for each case and provide regular reports on individual cases and overall caseload.\textsuperscript{168}

Thirdly, ECTs need to deal promptly with interlocutory applications and rebut attempts to adjourn or delay the final hearing and disposal of the proceedings. Defendants to environmental public interest litigation may make interlocutory applications with the intention, or that may have the effect, of staying or summarily dismissing the litigation.\textsuperscript{169} These applications may include an application for dismissal of the proceedings on the basis that they are frivolous or vexatious, disclose no reasonable cause of action, or are an abuse of process of the Court\textsuperscript{170} or that the plaintiff provide security for costs and that the proceedings be stayed until the plaintiff does so.\textsuperscript{171}

The defendant may also make applications which have the effect of delaying or increasing the costs of the proceedings, thereby depleting the already limited financial resources of public interest plaintiffs. These may include applications concerning the adequacy of the originating process or pleadings; applications to set aside subpoenas or notices to produce; applications concerning evidence, including its content and admissibility; and applications that a question or questions be heard separately from other questions in the proceedings.

ECTs need to deal with such interlocutory applications promptly and hasten the final hearing and judgment of environmental public interest proceedings to avoid adverse effects on access to justice.

In addition to the Land and Environment Court of NSW, there have been several other ECTs that have instituted practices and procedures directed towards the just, quick and cheap resolution of environmental matters and disputes. The Planning and Environment Court of Queensland, for example, has adopted a system of individualised case management where each case is the subject of orders or
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directions by a judge upon review of the individual matter in Court.\textsuperscript{172} This approach to case management has the advantage of flexibility, not only in terms of tailoring procedures to the needs of an individual case but also in terms of permitting judges to fine tune and adjust the direction of a case in light of changing circumstances.\textsuperscript{173}

The State Administrative Tribunal of Western Australia (Development and Resources stream) provides a further example of a jurisdiction that has implemented practices and procedures directed towards the just, quick and cheap resolution of town planning appeals. Parry noted that a cultural change in the practice and procedure of the tribunal has resulted in emphasis being placed on the approach of “facilitative dispute resolution”.\textsuperscript{174} This approach is underpinned by active case management, directions hearings, mediations and compulsory conference sessions for parties to a planning dispute.\textsuperscript{175} According to Parry, the tribunal has experienced much success as a result of these reforms. Benefits cited include: creative approaches to dispute resolution through mediation and compulsory conferences; time and costs savings; collaboration between the parties has resulted in superior community planning outcomes; and the narrowing of issues in dispute should a matter not settle and proceed to trial.\textsuperscript{176}

9. **Responsive to environmental problems and relevant**

Successful ECTs are better able to address the pressing, pervasive, and pernicious environmental problems that confront society (such as climate change and loss of biodiversity).\textsuperscript{177} New institutions and creative attitudes are required to address these problems. Specialisation enables use of special knowledge and expertise in both the process and the substance of resolution of these problems. Centralisation and rationalisation enlarges the remedies available. An ECT is better positioned than an ordinary court or tribunal to develop innovative remedies and holistic solutions to environmental problems. Responsiveness to environmental problems is a key
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characteristic of ECTs that enables these specialised fora to remain relevant and influential in the broader schema of environmental governance.

As noted above, one of the key environmental problems confronting society at present is climate change. Climate change litigation can have both direct and indirect effects on governmental regulatory decision-making, corporate behaviour, and public understanding of the issue of climate change.\textsuperscript{178} Osofsky argues that both successful cases and those with little hope of succeeding have together helped to change the regulatory landscape at multiple levels of government by putting both legal and moral pressure on a wide range of individuals and entities to act.\textsuperscript{179} In the climate change context, courts have moved beyond their primary function of resolving disputes between private individuals and are now being used by public interest litigants as vehicles for achieving social change (e.g. use of courts as arenas for protest and political discourse).\textsuperscript{180} This has been particularly noticeable in Australia, which has had a relatively high number of climate change cases, at least when compared to other Commonwealth jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{181} Lin argues that an important factor behind this trend is the existence of specialised ECTs in Australia which have expertise in environmental law and a history of advancing the goals of ESD.\textsuperscript{182} She suggests that such specialised fora are “likely to adopt a sympathetic approach to arguments based on climate change impacts”.\textsuperscript{183}

The goals of climate change litigation include indirect effects beyond the parties to the litigation and beyond the litigation’s specific claims.\textsuperscript{184} Even unsuccessful cases can focus public attention on a particular issue through media exposure, and may reveal weaknesses in the law that require reform. One way in which the Land and
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Environment Court of NSW has remained relevant and influential has been through its decisions in climate change litigation matters.\textsuperscript{185}

Another way in which the Land and Environment Court of NSW has remained relevant and influential is through its development of innovative remedies and holistic solutions to environmental problems. Indeed, Walters and Westerhuis have expressed the view that the Court’s focus on environmental harms, scientific evidence to assess such harms and use of alternative methods of criminal punishment “set [it] apart from other criminal courts in unique attempts to achieve environmental justice”.\textsuperscript{186} This is well reflected, for example, by the Court’s use of restorative justice as a holistic solution to environmental crime that seeks to understand and address the dynamics of criminal behaviour, its causes and its consequences.\textsuperscript{187} In the case of Garrett v Williams,\textsuperscript{188} a restorative justice conference was held in relation to offences of damaging Aboriginal objects and an Aboriginal place. The fact that the defendant participated in the restorative justice intervention in this case was taken into account by the Court in determining the appropriate penalty for the environmental offences he had committed.\textsuperscript{189}

10. Develops environmental jurisprudence

ECTs which have the requisite status, comprehensive jurisdiction and specialised knowledge will invariably hear a large number of cases. As a result, these ECTs will be presented with greater opportunities to develop environmental jurisprudence. I have already touched upon the Land and Environment Court of NSW as an example of an ECT that has been a leader in the development of environmental jurisprudence through its decisions on matters of substantive, procedural, distributive and restorative justice.
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The development of environmental jurisprudence by specialised ECTs may also facilitate cross fertilisation of environmental law whereby domestic ECTs draw upon the environmental jurisprudence of other countries. Australian courts have shown a willingness to rely on overseas comparative approaches in developing and refining the common law and in constitutional interpretation. A comparative approach is useful for standardising particular areas of law, for assisting in clarifying aspects of the law and for identifying the concepts and values that shape our own laws. Such an approach is assisted both by a degree of expertise to evaluate the relevance of foreign decisions and the self-confidence in one’s own legal system to accommodate foreign ideas.

An illustration of foreign jurisprudence being considered by a domestic Australian court is the decision of Telstra Corporation Ltd v Hornsby Shire Council where the Land and Environment Court of NSW referred to judicial decisions of other jurisdictions throughout the world on the precautionary principle, including the European Court of Justice, courts of New Zealand, India, the United Kingdom, the United States and Pakistan, as well as the International Court of Justice. Although the precautionary principle was not activated on the facts of the case, the decision’s articulation of the principle and explanation of the application of the principle have contributed to the growing jurisprudence relating to this principle of ESD. The decision of the Land and Environment Court of NSW in Telstra has, in turn, been cited by courts of other jurisdictions when dealing with evidence of risk of
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environmental harm, including in Victoria, South Australia, Queensland and the Federal Court of Australia and in Australian and overseas journal articles. Through the development of environmental jurisprudence, ECTs have the ability to make a valued contribution to environmental governance at all scales, ranging from the global to the local.

11. Underlying ethos and mission

Centralisation and specialisation give an organic coherence to an ECT and its work. The nature of environmental law gives a unifying ethos and mission, for as Lord Woolf once remarked: “[t]he primary focus of environmental law is not on the protection of private rights but on the protection of the environment for the public in general.”

Many of the ECTs located throughout the world that have enjoyed greater success have a clear sense of direction with respect to the role they play in the broader schema of environmental governance. Often, this clear sense of direction is encapsulated in the form of a statement of purpose, mission statement or charter.
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The Land and Environment Court, for example, has adopted a statement of purpose which guides its day-to-day operations.\textsuperscript{202} The Court’s purpose is to safeguard and maintain: the rule of law; equality of all before the law; access to justice; fairness, impartiality and independence in decision-making; processes that are consistently transparent, timely and certain; accountability in its conduct and its use of public resources; and, the highest standards of competency and personal integrity of its judges, commissioners and support staff.\textsuperscript{203}

The Resource Management and Planning Appeals Tribunal of Tasmania also has adopted a statement of purpose to guide its day-to-day operations.\textsuperscript{204} The objectives of this ECT are to: promote the sustainable development of natural and physical resources and the maintenance of ecological processes and genetic diversity; provide for the fair, orderly and sustainable use and development of air, land and water; encourage public involvement in resource management and planning; facilitate economic development in accordance with these objectives; and promote the sharing of responsibility for resource management and planning between the different spheres of government, the community and industry in Tasmania.\textsuperscript{205}

By devising and implementing a statement of purpose, mission statement or charter, ECTs will possess a general benchmark against which its performance may be measured or compared. This, in turn, assists in determining the degree of success a given ECT is having at any particular time.

12. **Flexible, innovative and provides value-adding function**

An ECT’s decisions and work can generate value apart from the particular case or task involved. The decisions of an ECT may uphold, interpret, and explicate environmental laws and values. Where environmental laws and values are
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underdeveloped, an ECT can add flesh to the skeletal form of those existing laws and values.\textsuperscript{206}

First, an ECT may add value beyond the resolution of particular environmental disputes through developing environmental jurisprudence. In particular, the development of environmental jurisprudence by specialist ECTs may facilitate cross fertilisation of environmental law in circumstances where domestic ECTs draw upon the environmental jurisprudence of other countries.\textsuperscript{207} An example is the \textit{Telstra} case decided in the Land and Environment Court of NSW.

Secondly, in merits review appeals, ECT decisions can add value to administrative decision-making by formulating and applying non-binding principles. The principles derive from the case at hand, but can be of more general applicability. This involves rulemaking by adjudication and is distinguishable from legislative rulemaking. ECTs undertaking merits review can add value to administrative decision-making by extrapolating principles from the cases that come before them and publicising these to the target audience, who can apply them in future administrative decision-making.\textsuperscript{208}

The Land and Environment Court of NSW has recognised the value-adding benefits of principles in merits review appeals and has encouraged, in appropriate cases, the formulation of planning principles in planning appeals.\textsuperscript{209} The Court has developed over 40 planning principles to date, including two relating to principles of ESD.\textsuperscript{210}

Thirdly, successful ECTs can add value through innovations in practice and procedure.\textsuperscript{211} Large, established courts can be conservative and have inertia; change is slow and resisted. In contrast, successful ECTs are often characterised
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by their flexible and innovative nature. Changes to practices and procedure in these fora can often be achieved quickly and with wide support within the given institution. In particular, the use of practice notes or other similar instruments by an ECT has the advantage of enabling that ECT to adapt quickly and appropriately to inefficiencies in its own practices and procedures.

The flexibility and innovativeness of the Land and Environment Court of NSW has been demonstrated by a number of initiatives, many of which have been discussed above. The method of concurrent evidence has been very successful, and has since been implemented by the Supreme Court of NSW and the Federal Court of Australia. In moving towards a multi-door courthouse, the Court has demonstrated a flexible approach to environmental dispute resolution and affords the judges, commissioners and the parties, at least to some extent, a degree of choice in selecting the most appropriate dispute resolution mechanism for resolving a particular dispute (e.g. conciliation, mediation, neutral evaluation or adjudication by litigation). The Court has promoted access to justice by breaking down geographical and other barriers through the use of onsite hearings and eCourt case management.

The Land and Environment Court of NSW, in conjunction with the Judicial Commission of New South Wales, established in 2008 the world’s first sentencing database for environmental offences, as part of the Judicial Information Research System (“JIRS”). Sentencing statistics for environmental offences display sentencing graphs and a range of objective and subjective features relevant to environmental offences. The user is able to access directly the remarks on sentencing behind each graph. The JIRS sentencing database produces many benefits and assists in: improving consistency in sentences through the adoption of a principled approach to sentencing for environmental crime; balancing individualised justice and consistency; improving accessibility and transparency of sentencing decisions; indicating a range of sentences; facilitating appellate review and monitoring and, if appropriate, registering disapproval by appellate courts of
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sentencing patterns.\textsuperscript{214} It is likely to provide an instructive environmental sentencing model for other jurisdictions to follow.

Finally, the Qingzhen environmental court of China has also demonstrated signs of innovation.\textsuperscript{215} This is illustrated by its decision in the case of \textit{Guiyang Two Lakes and One Reservoir Management Bureau v Guizhou Tianfeng Chemical Ltd}. In that case, the Guiyang Municipal Two Lakes and One Reservoir Administrative Bureau (acting as environmental public interest litigants) successfully brought a suit against a fertilizer plant that was polluting Guiyang’s drinking water source. Wang observes that this case was noteworthy for innovations in three key areas.\textsuperscript{216} First, the defendant fertilizer plant was outside of the normal jurisdiction of the Court, but was granted special jurisdiction over the case by the superior level court.\textsuperscript{217} Secondly, the crux of the remedy granted to plaintiffs in this case was an injunction to stop the defendant from dumping waste and an order to remediate the existing waste that had been deposited into the drinking water source.\textsuperscript{218} Thirdly, the Court required the plaintiffs to meet a low evidentiary burden in this case by basing its decision on a mere showing that the water quality standards had been violated, rather than requiring the plaintiffs to demonstrate the tortious elements of duty, breach, causation and harm.\textsuperscript{219}

**Conclusion**

This article has identified twelve characteristics of successful ECTs, and identified best practices, both substantive and procedural, from different ECTs throughout the world. It is evident that the lack of success of some ECTs may be attributed to the absence of some of these characteristics. These ECTs can learn from the examples of successful ECTs that have been provided by other jurisdictions. Those
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jurisdictions that have not yet implemented an ECT can also learn from the best practices identified in this article.

Even for those ECTs that have enjoyed much success and already display many, if not all, of the characteristics, there is still work to be done. An ECT, whether it currently be successful or otherwise, can always learn from its fellow ECTs. As Gething observes “an excellent organisation is one that is continually looking, learning, changing and improving towards the concept of excellence it has set for itself. Excellence is more of a journey than a static destination”.\textsuperscript{220} An ECT must recognise this need for adaptive management by continually monitoring its performance against the objectives it has set for itself to achieve. An ECT must also adjust its procedural and substantive goals and performance in response to such monitoring data. By doing so, the ECT will remain relevant and influential in meeting the environmental challenges of the future.